
MAPSA Meeting 

1/8/14 
 
 

Attendance: Vicki Netjes; Amy Olson; Lynette Wellman; Norm Meier; Levi Scheeler; Ronalea 
Lahti  
Absent: Jeremy Gallagher; Aaron Langer; Kevin Glass; Gary Smith; Linnea Brown 
 
 
President Amy Olson called the meeting to order. 
  
Approval of last Meeting Minutes: Approve Meeting Minutes from November- Vicki motion to 
approve.  Levi seconded the motion.  
 
Open Positions: Secretary- Amy Hertzog; Region VII-?? 
Amy Hertzog formally appointed to Secretary 
 
Financial Report:  Levi reported the only charge as the .25 service charge.   
 
Website: Levi is working on the website but reports in the past month he hasn’t had much time 
to devote to the website.  He will continue to work with Kelly to get the website up and running 
soon.  Jeremy and Norm volunteered to help Levi work on getting things up to current.  Amy O. 
is still checking e-mail for MAPSA.  Levi handed the mail key to Norm and he will check the 
mailbox as frequently as he can.  
 
Nick Sayner Information: Nick Sayner is the NAPSA Treasurer and Amy O. spoke with him to get 
some ideas to keep moving MAPSA in the right direction.  Amy O. was reassured that we (MN) 
are ahead of most states.  Nick stated that NAPSA feels the same way.  Amy and Nick discussed 
working on a possible standard bail tool.  NAPSA is willing to work with us and help us set goals 
and work towards those goals.  Ronalea suggested we tackle this after the conference. Lynette 
offered to have Les come and help us as he had been apart of MAPSA for several years.  Ronalea 
also suggested cold calling to make contact with supervisors to see what they would like to see 
offered etc.  Since Jeremy is not here, he has been nominated to take on the task. 

 
NAPSA will be the keynote speaker for the MAPSA Conference.  Nick suggested that we keep the 
Pretrial 101 and information.  The big topics are good but keep information also.   
 
2014 Conference Speakers: Vendors- (Kevin will take on this task) MN Monitoring; Smart start; 
MidWest Monitoring; RSI; Interceptor (interlock) 
 
Speakers- Brian Hill – Stalking Presentation 2 hrs possible 2-4 time slot. (Lynette) 
NAPSA Rep- Keynote Speaker 1 hr start of the conference (Amy O) 
MN AIDS Project – Becca Stickney  1 hr re: Hep C and HIV info (Vicki) 9:45-10:45 
Gang- Sovereign Citizen 10:45-11:45 
Human Sex Trafficking - Breaking Free(Lynette) 
Brian Storm idea time: Form on tables 
 



Bail Eval Panel (Norm) 
 
Newsletter:  Winter Newsletter  Vicki is working on the winter Newsletter and hopes to send it 
out soon. 

 
Region Updates: Tabled until next meeting. 

 
 The place the MAPSA has ordered their awards in the past is no longer in business.  In the near  
 future we will need to find a new business for ordering awards. 
 

NEXT MEETING 
2/12/14 

12:00 PM- 2:00 PM 
Seward Offices 

Minneapolis, MN 


